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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Professional Woodworkers
Dimar's Woodpecker Professional Cope and Stick Router Bit Sets
WP150RB

Toronto,Ontario - Dimar Canada Ltd. is proud to announce the release of its new line of
Cope and Stick router bits sets as part of the companies Woodpecker Professional
Solutions brand.
These specialized router bits are designed for the making of doors, wainscoting, and
other decorative features for cabinets, furniture and homes. In Cope and Stick
construction, all of the parts of the frame are given a decoartive profile on the edge to
be joined to the panel, and the horizontal parts are also given what is known as a cope
cut across the end grain of the wood.

Dimar offers nine different Cope and Stick router bit sets to choose from.Each set is comprised of two individual bits.
Each router bit has 3 high quality carbide cutting edges designed to give you a much smoother and cleaner finish
than the standard 2 cutting edge router bit. The thick carbide tips guarantees to prolong the service life of the tool.
For further information on this product or other Dimar products, please contact:

DIMAR CANADA LTD.
45 Tandem Road
Concord, Ontario
L4K 3G1
Phone: 905-738-7919, ext. 110
Fax: 905-738-3933
email:info@dimarcanada.com
Company Profile:
Dimar Canada features the most extensive line of industrial woodworking cutting tools in North
America. Dimar tools are distributed worldwide where they have become a byword for Premium
Quality and reliability.
All Dimar industrial tools are manufactured to exceed the highest standards in the industry today
and have been tested by the esteemed HOLZ-BG Institute in Germany.Thus the material, construction and cutting geometry, comply with strict safety regulations
We offer a wide variety of Router bits, Saw Blades, Dado sets, Planer/Jointer
knives, Drill bits and Cutters for industry, workshops, craftsmen and the
advanced do-it-yourselfers.

www.dimarcanada.com

For a DIMAR dealer near you.....call (905) 738-7919

